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ABSTRACT 
Fatwa is an instrument to answer many questions regarding laws among Muslim community. The 
delivery of fatwa is so crucial to the community as the production of fatwa is based on the problems  
of local community. The fatwa explanation in every problem is to resolve the confusion on religion 
happening in the community. Fatwa encompasses all aspects such as worship, interaction and in the 
field of science and technology. However, there are question arising which is what is the real function 
of fatwa in the framework of religious living in Malaysia? Therefore, to answer the question, this 
article owns two objectives. First, to explain the function of fatwa. Second, to explain the position of 
fatwa in the dissemination of Islamic laws to the Muslim community especially in Malaysia. To achieve 
these two objectives, therefore the documentation method was performed. The method was 
performed to obtain data related to fatwa from books. The collected data then were analysed 
through content analysis to discuss the function of fatwa as the disseminator of Islamic laws among 
the community. The findings of the study showed that fatwa is the disseminator of Islamic laws 
among Muslim community especially in Malaysia.  
Keywords: Fatwa, Law, Disseminator, Website 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Every problem and confusion of the community on a certain matter related to Islamic laws will be 
explained through fatwa. Mufti is the most authorised person in the religion to explain and give 
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answer to the problem (Kassan & Jamal, 2003;  Khairuldin et al., 2016). The explanation to the 
problem related to Islamic laws is known as fatwa (Abdullah & Rosele, 2016).  
 
The word ‘fatwa’ derives from Arabic word which is  futya. The scholars have posed different 
definition of fatwa. This can be viewed when Taha Abdullah al-dasuki defined fatwa as an explanation 
of a law which are explained by mujtahid fi al-mazhab or mujtahid mutlak. Meanwhile, according to 
Zaidan (1995), definition of  fatwa is a problem which has a relationship with Islamic laws. Referring 
to al-Qasimi (1986), he said that fatwa is all the answers to problem in laws. Based on study by Kassan 
and Jamal (2003), there are two definitions by the scholars which can be summarised in defining 
fatwa. First, fatwa is the action of mufti in providing laws. Meanwhile, the second definition is that it 
is the name given to the laws. Thus, fatwa is an answer to the problem related to Islamic laws and 
the answer is given by the mufti. Nonetheless, should the question posed to the mufti not related to 
religious laws, so the answer given by the mufti is not considered as a fatwa.  
 
As fatwa is an answer to the problem and confusion in Islamic laws, therefore it is viewed as having 
a function of disseminating Islamic laws among the community.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
Documentation method was exploited in this article to visualise a clear picture of fatwa as the 
propagator of Islamic laws among the community. Classical and contemporary documents were 
referred to collect data in obtaining as much information regarding fatwa.  
 
The result of data collection was that they were analysed through content analysis method. Content 
analysis was used to scrutinise and explain the interpretations in the documents. Content analysis is 
research technique by making conclusion. The conclusion wasmade systematically and objectively 
through documented data. (Krippendorff, 2004 & Rohana Yusof, 2004). The result of this analysis 
illustrates fatwa as the promulgator of Islamic laws among community.  
 
ANALYSIS 
Fatwa is the answer of mufti to the problem posed by mustafti. Fatwa plays an important role in 
delivering a certain Islamic law when the community is in the confusion on a certain matter related 
to Islam.  
 
This kind of explanation for a certain law or fatwa did happen in the time of Rasulullah s.a.w. He 
provided explanation of law to the companions when there was any question from the companions. 
The law explanation was done by Rasulullah s.a.w. when there was no citation and evidence in al-
Quran and Hadis. Interaction of question and answer between the companions and Rasulullah s.a.w 
continued until the decease of Rasulullah s.a.w. (Khairuldin, 2016).  
 
This tradition was resumed after his decease by the companions and followers of companions. 
According to Khalaf (1947), in the era of Abu Bakar caliphate, there were many answers provided to 
the problems which had no citation evidence in al-Quran and al-Sunnah. Meanwhile, during the  
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caliphate of Umar al-Khattab, when a problem arised and had no proof in al-Quran and al-Sunnah, 
then he would refer to the answer of the law posed during the caliphate of Abu Bakar before setting 
up a meeting to get the answer for the problem (Galigo, 2002). In the era, there were many 
companions who produce fatwa and there were seven companions which were the most productive 
in the fatwa production. Among them were ‘Aisyah umm al-Mu’minin, Umar al-Khattab, Ali bin Abi 
Talib, Ibn Abbas, Abd Allah ibn Mas‘ud , Abd Allah ibn Umar al-Khattab and Zaid bin Thabit (Khairuldin, 
2016). 
 
When Islam spread, problems arised among the converts. Thus, beginning from this era, which was 
in the government of Khulafa’ Umawiyyah, the fatwa production became very crucial even though at 
that time there was no specific, systematic organisation for fatwa production and no official position 
of mufti introduced.  
 
Nevertheless, in the caliphate of Umar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, he founded the official position of mufti. And 
the mufti position has existed until nowadays (Khairuldin, 2010). According to al-‘Umari (1986), in the 
meantime, there was Majma’ al-Fiqh. Majma’ al- Fiqh was founded and the purpose of its foundation 
was to organise discussioons between scholars to produce fatwa. This was an effort to solve the 
arising new problems. Therefore, with the existence of Majma’ al-fiqh, the laws of Islam would be 
widespread among community.  
 
In Malaysia, there are positions of mufti and organisation managing the fatwa which is the Fatwa 
Committee at the state level and the Fatwa Committee at the national level which is Committee of 
National Council for Islamic Affair of Malaysia (Rosele et al., 2013).  
 
In Malaysia also, fatwa is produced by mufti together with Fatwa Committee. This means that mufti 
does not produce fatwa on his own. When a question is posed to the mufti and mufti answers without 
discussing with the Fatwa Committee first, the answer is not regarded as fatwa but as a personal 
opinion only. The opinion does not bind and cannot be made a law. On the other hand, if the question 
is discussed with the Fatwa Committee, the answer is considered as a fatwa. If the fatwa is gazetted, 
so the fatwa is regarded as a law and the Muslim community in Malaysia is bound to the fatwa 
(Nasohah, 2005).  
 
DISCUSSION 
Fatwa and Islamic law is the same subject as fatwa is an answer to the happening problem in the 
community regarding Islamic laws. There are various methods of fatwa dissemintation among Muslim 
community in Malaysia.  
 
First, through the official website such as e-SMAF website and pamphlets distributed to the public. 
In addition, the fatwa is also disseminated through seminars organized by state fatwa institutions to 
the public to provide further clarification on the fatwa (Khairuldin et al., 2018). 
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Second, through the gazette of fatwa. The gazette of fatwa means that the fatwa is published in the 
Warta (Gazette). When the fatwa has been gazetted, thus it binds the community in the state where 
the fatwa is gazetted. Therefore, fatwa and Islamic law itself which is gazetted, will be announced to 
the state community. This can be viewed in the 34(3) Act of Islamic Laws Management in Federal 
Territories.  
 
When published in Warta, a fatwa should bind every residing Muslim in the Federal Territories as the 
teaching of his religion and it is his obligation of religion to obey and hold to the fatwa unless he is 
allowed by sharia laws to not obeying the fatwa in the matter of practice, belief and personal view.  
 
Third, through Court. This can be seen when the court needs a referral to the mufti when a case 
occurs. Although the mufti’s view is regarded as a personal opinion due to lack of initial discussion 
with the Fatwa Committee, but there was a case such as Dalip Kaur vs Police Officer of Bukit Mertajam 
([1992]1MLJ1) which was requested by Civil Court to seek answer from the mufti and Fatwa 
Committee on the arising problem of sharia law in the case.  
 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, fatwa is one of the major forms of Islamic law in Malaysia. through a fatwa institution 
considered to be the most authoritative institution in the fatwa, the law decided by fatwa is 
disseminated through various mediums including official websites, seminars, pamphlets and books, 
court decisions and so on. This shows the importance of fatwa in the dissemination of Islamic law. 
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